Advanced Electronic Warfare Executive Director
As an Advanced Electronic Warfare Executive Director you will have the opportunity to lead
several large, long-term, programs that we implement as small innovative teams. This
arrangement allows focus on delivering to customer needs while offering teammates the
maximum opportunity for contribution, and exchange of solutions and technologies.

Essential Duties:

§

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Deliver products to customers supporting Electronic Warfare business and mission
pursuits within the Intelligence Systems and Solutions market based upon Parry Labs
products and capabilities to include the development, design, test, integration,
deployment, delivery, and sustainment of the baseline/fielded products.
Lead multiple large programs and several mid-size programs/projects, which would
include multiple teams led by project/program managers.
Practice excellent cost, schedule, and technical/performance controls on all assigned
projects/programs to include configuration management and subcontractor/vendor
management.
Mentor/coach team members to achieve their goals and satisfy program needs.
Establish approach to structure developments and product roadmaps which start with
requirements analysis and address all necessary steps to achieve program success and
customer satisfaction.
Lead self-motivated individuals and assigned teams/programs to further technical
solutions, increase profitability, communicate with stakeholders, collaborate with peers,
and deliver mission success for our customers.
Ensure processes are streamlined and solve problems in an efficient/effective manner
no matter the complexity or technical depth required to achieve success especially when
these areas impact multiple layers/programs within the organization.
Requires ability to negotiate and compromise, and ability to communicate and influence
senior executive leadership and Government decision-makers.

Desired Qualifications include:
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Bachelor’s degree in engineering, math, sciences or Federal acquisition.
Experience over 15 to 20 years in positions of increasing responsibility delivering
solutions/products to the Government.
Experience establishing and implementing strategies that have long-term impact on the
results for the program.
Experience leading program teams to deliver solutions/products
Experience leading personnel of varied levels of experience and from many different
disciplines to achieve specific goals.
Experience working with the Federal Government to fulfill their needs and deliver
solutions/products.
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Experience in design, development, and test of products/solutions to be delivered to the
Government.
Experience in signal acquisition, signal processing, and/or signal analysis.
Experience in designing and delivering Electronic Warfare systems and solutions.

Nice to Have:

§
§
§

Master’s degree in applicable discipline.
Experience with modern software languages.
Experience in standardizing and documenting complex products.

Candidates must be a US Citizen, and have the ability to obtain a US Government security clearance, and
will be subject to a US security background investigation. An active security clearance is preferred.

Parry Labs is an Equal Opportunity / Affirmative Action employer. All qualified applicants
will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex
(including pregnancy, gender identity, and sexual orientation), national origin, age (40 or
older), disability, genetic information, protected veteran status, or any other factor
prohibited by applicable law.

